
Hello...

NIDI comprises 3 different photo editors...

The manual step by steps, have been coded to make it easier for people to do the 
editing themselves...

The site located at http://www.diyimaging.com has 3 pages, for the 3 edits...

I will explain what each editor can do...

The simplest NIDI, based on using the Pixlr editor, looks for inflammation...It shows up 
as a red colour...

If there is inflammation in the body, & you upload a picture of yourself to the editor, you 
will see that as a Red colour...

This is a way to discover where in your body problems may lie...

We have been able to see inflammation very well in the brain (as of January 2018), 
because the person involved is bald, & melanoma is in the Frontal lobe, the forehead, 
which is easier to access with a camera...

However, imaging the brain using NIDI is still a new territory...The original picture has to 
be very good, light has to be bright with no shadows, & less hair is easier to see in...
(another subject with alopecia was able to get excellent imaging using NIDI as well)...

Lungs(fluid from pleural edema & lung cancer), Liver(hepatitis C), Colon (cancer), 
Breast( a large variety of situations both malignant & benign), Ovaries(normal), 
Pancreas(Diabetes Type 1), Adrenal Gland(a parasitic infection), & 617 other 
permutations of body parts & ailments, have been imaged directly by the inventor, while 
studying if NIDI could correlate to more traditional forms of imaging...(MRI, PET scan, 
Mammogram, Biopsy, serum tests, saliva tests, Bio-scan testing, dousing( a Native 
American method), thermogram...

The second method which is based on using the Fotoflexer online free photo editor, 
sees 5 different colours, which relate to 5 biomarkers...

1) Blue Lead Pb
2) Dark Pink Iron Fe
3) Pale Pink Aluminum Al( a cholesterol marker)
4) Peach Hydrogen (a her2+ marker)
5) Yellow Calcium ( a progestin or birth control marker)

additionally, the inventor has correlated the presence of these 5 biochemical markers 
with 5 other markers not seen...
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For example...

When the Yellow Calcium progestin (often from birth control drugs) marker is visible, it is 
often correlated to the use of birth control drugs, or exposure to them...

The birth control drugs also carry a Molybdenum ligand, which is not visible in the 
Fotoflexer edit...(There is another editor called Filterra which can show Molybdenum, 
but we have not coded this yet for the new site)...

This chart shows Correlations we have found...

But one cannot assume these Correlations...People doing their own imaging will know 
their own personal history, & can act on results with their own knowledge...
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As we move forward with NIDI, we may add new NIDI editors to confirm these 
Correlations...But for now, these are not certainties...(sorry, research is always a work in 
progress)...

But once you have an idea of your own biochemistry, you can act on that, if you want to 
modify diet & exercise or take supplements...

Very high Lead in excess has been found in people with very dangerous & aggressive 
cancers...

A young boy with a rare lung cancer showed his lungs were completely Blue in the 
Fotoflexer editor...

The father confirmed that the boy had eaten old Lead paint as a child, off a windowsill in 
an old farmhouse they owned...

NIDI shows Lead in deep tissue...Other serum tests did not show Lead, because Lead 
sinks very quickly into the body, & will not be circulating years later...But a photograph 
will show it...

Most people with cancer show very high Calcium (Pr+) in Fotoflexer...On the chart, 
Iodine is Calciumʼs opposite...Which is severely deficient commonly...

Confirmation of this occurrence, helps people to begin say an Iodine protocol...

Sorry, back to the “claims”...

The third editor I calibrated to show Phosphorus as a purple colour...Phosphorus is 
most commonly in excess in a Cancer type situation...

If Cancer is present, near to a lump or tumour

(Note:Most people confuse a lump or tumour with cancer...A lump can be mostly benign 
Calcium Oxalate with a tiny fraction taken over by the parasite called cancer(Calcium 
Phosphate present)...

The duality of the concept of cancer is that it is both a parasite & cancer at the same 
time...If you think of cancer as a type of worm, then it is easier to understand, that it may 
not be ON the lump itself, but nearby...

Anyways...If Cancer is present, you will see a purple colour, in the vicinity of the 
palpable lump...Most people will seek out diagnostics AFTER feeling a lump...

If one diagnostic has been used, people may do NIDI in order to confirm the first 
findings...There is low confidence in many diagnostics these days, because people do 
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not understand what they are seeing, are not shown the image results, or cannot 
understand the medical jargon...

Also, many diagnostics rely on extreme expertise to discern the difference in 
microscope shape between a normal cell & an abnormal cell...

Because NIDI relies on colour instead of shape, it is easier to spot problems...

Later stage cancers may progress from being Phosphorus eating creatures to Mercury 
eating creatures...

So they show up as a mercury visual marker, which is a sort of Key Lime green colour in  
the manual Lunapic editor...

Interestingly, Lyme disease also feeds off of Mercury...Many people with Lyme disease 
get diagnosed as having cancer, & vice versa...(which take me back to reminding that 
the duality of cancer is that it is BOTH cancer AND a parasite)...

Sorry...Back to Claims...

The Claims involving the 3 NIDI edits are:

“If you see the colours mentioned in the NIDI edits, then you have an increased risk of 
“X”...

X being the applicable ailment or imbalance related to the substance in excess...

All findings need to evaluated by the person themselves vis a vis their life & history...

Combining the results of the 3 NIDI editors give a much better & broader picture...

NIDI is merely another tool in diagnostic imaging that can be combined with other 
methods...

Excess Lead might indicate an increased risk for Hashimotoʼs thyroiditis, Multiple 
Sclerosis, Hypothyroid...

Excess iron could indicate an increased risk for Hemachromatosis, Blood clots, 
Leukemia...

Excess Aluminum can indicate an increased risk of Cholesterol related problems 
including Lipomas...

Excess Hydrogen can indicate Liver problems including Hepatitis, injury sites from 
surgeries, pleural edema from laser mastectomy or plastic surgery with laser tool, fluid 
in lungs, cirrhosis, alcoholism...
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Excess calcium can indicate an increased risk for benign tumours, ovarian cysts, 
gender dysphoria(progestins can cause gender confusion), weight gain(if due to birth 
control progestins), H Pylori can also feed on Calcium...

Excess Phosphorus can indicate an increased risk for cancer, parasites, as Phosphorus 
is also an estrogen marker...Salmoenlla typhi bacteria feed on Phosphorus as well...

Excess Red in Pixlr which indicates inflammation can indicate an increased risk for 
various ailments as they refer to the body part in question...An inflamed Pancreas is 
seen in Type 1 diabetes...(often young people go undiagnosed for years before 
diagnostic establish Type 1 diabetes predispositions or occurrence...Checking using 
NIDI yourself can cause you to avert the path of insulin...Diet & exercise can change the 
course of oneʼs disease progression...

Note: In regards to the word “Claims”, it is understood that NIDI shows an increased risk 
of so & so, without having the say 10 years of normal solid data to say “for sure”...or the 
Clinical trial besides 4 years , 617 people checking actively, 3000 people learning & 
trying NIDI, & 500 new visitors per week to our research blog at http://
www.grovecanada.ca/ 

We are filing a Patent application knowing that in the future, NIDI will be able to say 
more, with the kind of certainty that only time can give...

For the moment, this is a new ruler, that can be used to measure things, with some 
ease, & on a tight budget...

Most people understand that new inventions are to be taken with a grain of salt...So far, 
we have found NIDI correlates exactly with other diagnostics that are established...

But we are shy to make big claims...

This is the best I can do with the Claims section of this patent application...

Sari Grove, inventor

(My husband Joseph Grove has assisted me all along the way, enough so that I am 
comfortable also giving him the title Inventor as well)...

Images: 

Phosphorus(showing a scant amount of purple within the pink...Melanoma, fading...)

Red or inflammation (hydrogen)...Same person, showing inflammation in the frontal lobe 
area...(picture taken by the person himself...)
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The last photo shows the same person, done on an iPhone, a screen shot...This was 
after several days of treatment with something called Two feathers healing formula...

What is left is just a bening Calcium Oxalate area...This is called Phenotypic Reversion 
when a malignant tumour reverts backwards to become a merely Benign tumour...

So the person was able to evaluate how he was doing on his chosen method of 
treatment...Himself...Using NIDI Non INvasive Diagnostic Imaging...
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